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DESCRIPTION
Highly specialized tools in the arsenal of our warfighters, .50 BMG rifles
such as the TAC50 and M107 deliver a cannon-like report that’s as extreme
as the weapons themselves. The new SureFire SOCOM50-SPS tames
these beasts with patented baffle technology that significantly attenuates
sound, reduces flash by an amazing 99% and virtually eliminates dust
signature to mask the shooter’s position.
The SOCOM50-SPS is designed and engineered to exacting tolerances
and test fired to ensure sub-MOA accuracy. Precision manufacturing
tolerances, attention to bore concentricity and suppressor alignment
produce the most accurate .50-caliber suppressor available. The
SOCOM50-SPS also incorporates an optimized integral muzzle brake to
manage recoil for faster follow-up shots.
Manufactured of stainless-steel alloys in the U.S.A. and coated with a
high temperature Cerakote finish, the SOCOM50-SPS is durable enough
to survive the harshest combat environments. SureFire’s innovative
Fast-Attach® system allows lightning-fast and rock-solid suppressor
attachment without the use of tools.
The SureFire SOCOM50-SPS is the ultimate in suppressor performance for
bolt-action and semi-automatic .50-caliber rifles.
FEATURES
¼ Delivers up to 99 percent flash reduction to conceal the shooter’s location
¼ Significant sound and dust signature reduction
¼ Tight tolerances and bore concentricity result in excellent accuracy
¼ Includes optimized integral muzzle brake to manage recoil for faster
follow-up shots
¼ All SOCOM50-SPS suppressors are test-fired to verify sub-MOA accuracy
¼ Stainless-steel alloy construction and high temp Cerakote
finish provide extreme durability in the harshest environments

Shown: SFMB-50 Muzzle Brake Adapter

¼ Patented Fast-Attach system allows for quick attachment
and detachment without the use of tools
¼ Delivers long service life
¼ Proudly designed, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A.
SOCOM50-SPS

PART# / UPC

SPECIFICATIONS

BODY COLORS
CALIBER

.50 BMG

CONSTRUCTION

Stainless Steel

COATING

DLC and Cerakote Finish

DIAMETER

2.5 in (6.4 cm)

LENGTH

14.4 in (36.6 cm)

WEIGHT

86 oz (2438 g)

™

SOCOM50-SPS-BK

084871328791

SOCOM50-SPS-DE

084871328807

ADAPTERS
SFMB-50-TAC50

084871328845

SFMB-50-M107

084871328838

SFMB-50-HTI

084871328920
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